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the specifics of the bill.

Presidential Statements 'and Statutes on Government
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This is in response to our need to develop company comm~nts
: ..<,,:} i

'"and a position on S. 1215, a bill introduced by Senator$ Schmitt,
I

Cannon and Stevenson entitled, "Science and Technology kesearch
, I

_and Development Utilization Policy Act". In general, s] 1215
t

would establish a Government-wide patent policy for Fedtral

agencies to follow in dealing with contractors performitg
I

Government-supported research and development. It alsolestab-

lishes a framework for the licensing of Government-owne~ in-
I

ventions. A brief history leading to this attempt to eStab
I
I

lish a uniform policy seems appropriate prior to discu$sing

I

iJ·

There have been a number of attempts to establish
!

a workable
i

tive agencies.

Commission of Government Procurement

I
'<!

uniform patent policy for the Federal Government. Forekost
1

has been the Presidential Memorandum and Statement of Gtvern-

ment Patent Policy first issued in 1963 and then revisel in
t
i

1971. These attempts have been in most part unsuccessf~l as
Ipolicy has developed over the years on an agency-by-age~cy

~

basis. There are wide variances in the way agencies hate
f

interpreted the Presidential policy and piecemeal legislation
I

• t

has made uniform implementation by the agencies increasingly
!

difficult. As a result, today there are approximately fO
different patent arrangements employed by the various efecu-

1

I
!
I

In 1971, a bipartisan Commission on Government Procurempnt,

!
which included members from the Senate, House, Executivr

----1---- I.,
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Branch agencies, and the private sector, was establi

recommend improvements in all aspects of procurement

A major task group of the Commission reviewed r,~"prn

policy.

The Commission was skeptical of the Presidential policy
1

then existing statutes covering specific research pro£rafus be-

cause they generally relied on after-the-fact disposit

invention rights~ The Commission saw such policy as

delayed utilization of discoveries, increased adminis

costs, and a lessening in the willingness of

to participate in Government research work.

The Commission placed considerable importance on the ne

for Government patent policies to stimulate commerciali

of inventions. Its December 1972 report stated that e

patent policy must take advantage of the fact that devel

will be promoted by those having an exclusive interest;

same time the policy must provide for others'to exploit

invention if an exclusive interest does not produce des

results.

Nevertheless, the Commission recommended prompt and un

implementation by the executive agencies so that

assessment could be based on actual experience. If

assessment revealed weaknesses in the policy, the Commis

suggested a legislative approach which would permit ret

title by contractors, subject to march-in rights and ot

of

safe-
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guards. It also recommended legislation granting all agencies

clear-cut authority to issue exclusive licenses.

The Committee on Government Patent Policy

The Committee on Government Patent Policy, which includ

representatives from all the major R&D agencies and was

responsible to evaluate Executive agency experience unden the

Presidential policy, concluded in 1975, that the plicy had not

been effectively or uniformly implemented. The Committe

found that patent pOlicy legislation was needed

practices for allocating rights to contractor inventions

to clarify agency authority to grant exclusive licenses

Government-owned inventions.

The Committee's conclusion that legislation was needed

to have been influenced by two situations. First, there Mas

the enactment of patent legislation applicable to indiv

agencies, particularly Section 9 of the Federal Non-Nucl

Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 with tit1e

Government orientation. The same language has since be

porated by various agencies' R&D programs, such as the

resources and solid waste disposal acts.

The second situation was the confusion created by

brought against the Government by Public Citizens

questioned the authority of Federal agencies to exclus

license inventions and allow Government contractors to r

title to inventions. Because both suits were dismissed
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not resolved.

The Comptroller General stated,

"It (S. 414) would establish uniform Governmentcwide

lack of standing to sue, and not on their merit, the is e was

I
June 6, 1979 Testimony of Elmer B. Staats Comptroller Ge*eral

of the United States I
I

On June 6 of this year the Comptroller General while testifying
I

on S. 414, the University and Small Business Patent Procedures
~

Act, updated this history. Mr. Staats indicated, "GAO Che

General Accounting Office) reviewed the current patent pJocedures
I

and practices of selected agencies and found that the pr1sidential

policy had not been implemented uniformily. Agencies in!estab

lishing procedures for determining rights to inventions Jre
I,

often free to move in almost any direction".

I
I
I

procedures under which small busness, university, and other
I

nonprofit organizations could obtain title to inventiohs
!

arising from Government-supported R&D". I
, }

I
• • • • 1:

1
t
1

"The proposed Act (S. 414) would place initial responsability

f 0 1 0
• h 1 h· . Ior commerCla lzlng researc resu ts on t e lnventlng ~on-

1
tractor -- the organization or individual with the most

interest in and knowledge of the invention. It would tro

vide the Government with "march-in" rights. These riglhts
j

limit the administrative burden because they would be exer-

\,
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cised only inspecified situations."

r \
r I, I
I
l I
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"The Act should solve a number of significant proble1s not

currently satisfied by the Presidential policy . . . ~ow-
t
1

ever, it is not the uniform Government-wide pOlicy enlvi-

sioned by the Procurement Commission in that it does bot

Further,

~

govern patent .rights for Lar zc -'--- _Lu_ L 0 __

goes, it is a clear legislative mandate establishing

that is badly needed." (Emphasis Added).

General Comments on S. 1215

From the company's point of view the most significant astect
f

of S. 1215 is its intent to expand the concept of title-in-the-
j

contractor subject to march"in rights from the limited c$verage
I

of small businesses and universities in S. 414 to all co~tracto!?

including large contractors.
,

This conclusion is based
i

pressed by a number of powerful legislators over what th~y
I

believe to be a trend toward over concentration of Ameri~an
I

industry. This concern is best exemplified by the pend Lrrg

I
\

sidered good.
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Kennedy-Metzenbaum bill entitled "The Small Business

tion Act" which is intended to preclude concentration

limiting the ability of larger company acquisition of

companies. Some of the same group of legislators have

cated that joining large business to S. 414 (which they

co-sponsor) would require re-evaluation of their suppor

This is based on the premise that leaving government

inventions to larger contractors would enhance the tr

toward concentration. Conversely, the favoring of small

business intended by S. 414 is viewed as creating competation

in the marketplace.

Comments on Some Sections of S. 1215

While S. 1215 would permit the company and other cont

to own most inventions generated in performance of

funded contracts, and, is therefore, considered in our

when dealing with the government, as well as the Nationsl,

t

as ownership will create a national incentive to, ommerc:ialize

such inventions, the bill is considered to have some

Section 36l(a) of the bill requires title in the Gov

at the time of .contracting if the agency determines that

invention falls within anyone of five categorical defin

(Sec.30l(a)(1)-5).

Section 301(a)(3) is particularly broad and non-definit

in stating that title in the government, "is necessary
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assure the adequate protection of the public health, saf~ty

and welfare." Since at the time of contracting no n"\Tpnt-ion

-exists, it seems impossible to make a definitive j

onorder to assure that the agency is not criticized.

the poor experience of after-the-fact determinations it

unlikely that title to any significant number of these

tions would be waived under Sec. 303.

least defer determination until the invention is made

posed contract which could produce such an invention to

under this section. Accordingly, it seems that there wi~l be

a bias that when an agency deems it is dealing with a

,

organizations in denying to these organizations a

it

it

agencies increased responsibility to license its own

which will tend to create a bias to refuse rights to

inventions that is far greater than the Government's r

in licensing its own inventions. To permit the latter

this provision seems to be particularly ironic in light

judge the former seems to be out of keeping especially

light of the fact that the bill provides to the ~nvprn

as defined in Section 103." Without going

fact that universities have a record of licensing their

Section 301(a)(4) is considered discriminatory as to

to future inventions at the time of contracting

determined "to have a qualified technology transfer pro

organizations.
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While it is believed that the above sections should be a~ended

or deleted, it should be noted that Section 201(b)(4) prbvides

to the Department of Commerce a right to review and determlne

with administrative finality,decisions under these s

where a party believes it is aggrieved. This section,

utilized as intended, could do much to establish the un

policy sought by the bill.
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